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AmericaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Ã¢â‚¬Å“MillionairesÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ ClubÃ¢â‚¬Â• now has 10.4 million members

Ã¢â‚¬â€œ the most ever, according to the latest statistics. And itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a club you can join

Ã¢â‚¬â€œ much sooner than you might think, says D.R. Barton, Jr., a top trader, television analyst

and former hedge fund officer. In his new book, the 10-Minute Millionaire, D.R. has distilled his

decades of experience trading the markets into a system so simple that even a new investor can set

it up and maintain it in increments of as little as 10 minutes. The 10-Minute Millionaire combines

goal-setting, stock-screening and trading strategies whose ultimate objective is to give you

membership in that MillionairesÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ Club. Ã‚Â The system is so simple D.R. has taught it to

sixth graders, yet so powerful it can transform even a small starting stake into lifelong financial

freedom Ã¢â‚¬â€œ in a way that utterly destroys Ã¢â‚¬Å“buy-and-holdÃ¢â‚¬Â• investing. Loaded

with step-by-step illustrations and personal stories, the 10-Minute Millionaire takes the powerful

secrets of Wall Street insiders and breaks them down into an easy-to-understand blueprint for

beating the markets, day after day, week after week. Using an easy three-step process, D.R. walks

you through a repeatable and reliable way to identify the stock-market extremes that show up

virtually every day. He trains you to properly frame each trade to maximize profit and minimize risk.

Finally, he neutralizes the natural biases that lead most traders to financial destruction Ã¢â‚¬â€œ

and shows you how to book big profits from other traderÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s irrational miscues. This

isnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t an algorithmic Ã¢â‚¬Å“black box.Ã¢â‚¬Â• ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s not

Ã¢â‚¬Å“robo-trading.Ã¢â‚¬Â• The 10-Minute Millionaire system still requires personal involvement.

It still requires commitment. But it squeezes out emotion, filters out the noise, slashes the risk, and

maximizes your potential for profits Ã¢â‚¬â€œ and also for meaningful wealth. Once you learn the

10-Minute Millionaire way, itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a system you can operate and update in tiny 10-minute

increments. Before you know it, youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll be trading better than a seasoned pro. And

youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll watch as your Ã¢â‚¬Å“assetsÃ¢â‚¬Â• turn into true wealth. And youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll learn

the most-valuable lesson of all: Becoming a millionaire doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t have to be an unattainable

dream. Make it a goal, and pursue that goal, and before long that dream will be real.
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There are many trading systems out there promising to make you money&#151; and they can if you

have the time to develop the skillset to work them. But you aren&#39;t a professional trader. And

honestly, now that CDs, money market funds, and investment-grade bonds offer historically low

rates, even many of the pros are grasping for ways to meaningfully boost their clients&#39;

portfolios to fund their retirement. You have the answer in your hand&#151;The 10-Minute

Millionaire is the simplest, easiest strategy to understand and use, which is why it will make you the

most money. Once you take in the complete approach detailed in this logical guide, all it takes is ten

minutes a day to work the methodology to grow a portfolio capable of producing a significant cash

flow in retirement&#151;even if you&#39;re currently over fifty years old. The repeatable and

dependable approach happens in just three steps. Based on the fundamental principle that markets

fluctuate to extremes, this system targets opportunities when a company&#39;s shares are

overbought and oversold. Don&#39;t worry if you have no investing experience. Every part of the

system is carefully explained using highly illustrative narratives that are entertaining and instantly

memorable. Each trade you make is clearly defined for maximum profit, with entry and exit points,

and includes a contingency plan to minimize loss if the trade goes wrong. You&#39;ll have your

low-risk, high returns long before momentum shifts. Get up to speed fast and confidently trade with: 

A by-the-numbers methodology to eliminate the emotional reactions that cause wealth destruction A

streamlined decision-making process, including a simple calculation for determining the optimal

dollar amount to invest in each trade A printable worksheet to use for every trade, complete with

numerous step-by-step trading setups to practice on  In the time it takes to boil an egg, you can

ensure your nest egg is golden with The 10-Minute Millionaire.

Praise for THE 10-MINUTE MILLIONAIRE "What D.R. has put together is a trading plan that

positions you for success. He understands that focus is the key to success in the stock market.



Focus leads to conviction and conviction empowers you with the confidence you need to follow the

trading plan religiously, like all successful traders do. I have compared the quest for a consistently

reliable trading system to the search for intelligent life in our universe Ã¢â‚¬Â¦ we know it&#39;s

probably out there but it&#39;s darn hard to find. D.R. has taken one big step in the right direction

with The 10-Minute Millionaire." &#151;Marc Chaikin, founder and CEO, Chaikin Analytics LLC

RETIRE WEALTHY IN JUST TEN MINUTES A DAY The 10-Minute Millionaire gives you the

knowledge and tools to lock in financial security ten minutes at a time. Even if you&#39;ve never

invested in the stock market, this turnkey system enables you to capture significant returns with

minimal risk and without spending endless hours reading stock tickers. Go about your day stress

free knowing you are growing your wealth and are fully protected against catastrophic market

corrections. Many of the traditional investment vehicles for steady growth and income are obsolete,

but new digital technologies have put once-sophisticated trading strategies within easy reach of the

average investor. Best-selling author and world-renowned investing authority D. R. Barton, Jr.

shows you:  How to identify the market imbalances that offer the biggest gains, set up low-risk

trades for maximum returns, and capture your profits with ease How stringing those winners

together will transform a small amount of underperforming cash into a fortune That retiring into a

higher standard of living isn&#39;t merely a dream&#151;it&#39;s a goal that you can attain  With

The 10-Minute Millionaire as your guide, making the most of what you have doesn&#39;t mean

settling for less.

It was useful in the sense of convincing me to pay more attention to system and methodology when

trading, but it failed on the details and the delivery. It reads like many an investment newsletter

advertisement, it's going to be simple, just ignore the bad and focus on the good. I did not

understand the Average True Range relevance ... it is compared to what exactly? I've read those

pages several times and cannot understand how this calculation is applied to find the targeted

securities. Ok, you're looking for volatility greater than normal, or greater than the market? I'll just

look for some recentle volatile stocks, thanks. RSI is a great indicator, more experienced traders

know there are hundreds of available indicators in a charting package. The takeaway for me is to

pocket a few shares of this or that when they go on sale. The author is a flipper, but some are

keepers for the long haul. The writing is interspersed with tales from American history, particularly

the Colonial era, and they read well and contribute to the somewhat pompous and inevitable

financial crusade, but I found some connections tenuous. I'm also amazed that the manuscript

needed a proofreader; I found maybe 5 or 6 grammatical errors, and wonder why humans fluent in



English are no longer used to do what the software obviously cannot.

This book is one of the best I have read in my 25 years of life. The author teaches you so much but

it honestly feels like good story telling. I do not like baseball, I find it boring. With that said, the

chapter where D.R. Barton talks about the market and compares it to Babe Ruth, I thought it was

fun, I laughed, and I did not even realize how much I was learning!This author is a man of science

and in this book, you can tell. His examples are very technical and you can tell there was time put

into each chapter. The author leaves absolutely no room for questions. If you have one, the author

is aware of it and already plans on talking about it in the next section. When I hit intermission, I was

excited to read more, I was not dreading to read it like I do with most college text books.I believe in

the quote "You do not know something if you cannot teach it to a toddler". This book is so well

written that a toddler could learn how to trade and probably trade better than a majority of the

people out there.The book is presented in two parts:Part 1: Understanding the system and why we

need itThis part is a lot of fun, when you are finished with it, you will never trade the same again,

even if you stop here.Part 2: Building the systemThis part is the meat and potatoes. It does not

teach you algo trading, but you can def use this book for algo trading.The system you build in this

book is powerful but simple.I have changed my way of thinking to match this book. Already, I am

way more productive. Taking life 10 min at a time really allows you to focus on one task, and one

task really well.To anyone who is considering this book, buy it.

I've meet Dr Barton through one of Van Tharp's seminars and has certainly a master of his field.

This is a great example of what a stock trading book should be. I'm very familiar with the framework

that is used with this system and I can see how it will deliver the results detailed. I'm pleased that I

took the time to read this and I'm going to make the effort to code this up. Thank you.

Absolute drivel....a friend of mine bought this "book"....asked me to take a look at it....it's a major ripp

off so far.....full with pure nonsene....actually just an advertisement to buy in into the "Doc" Barton's

internet scam....you won't make a single dime with this so called method.....his so called "Hooke

Pattern" is at it's best a financial fairytale....there is no such thing called "Hooke Pattern".....it's all

fake and set up. I don't understand how people can get away with these scams legaly.....it's

obvioulsly just a method to pass over your money to "Barton"....do a little back ground checking on

the internet and you'll find out that Mr Barton is not even his real name............it's all fake.



Not really that fantastic, and no new techniques.Long winged and waste of time reading.Could have

been more interesting by exhibiting more charts.Can I return to you this book,

I'm reading this now and I can't put it down

The product was as advertised. It was delivered promptly and everything was excellent.

Money maker.
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